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Designed to meet the general requirements of commercial and industrial applications by
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organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive Sensors Littelfuse
Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in monitoring various
vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and convenience plus vehicle
powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and Convenience. Emissions
Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery management devices provide
methods of conserving battery power, protecting against over-discharge, combining and
protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors. Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide
battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid
Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used for connection of a truck and trailer on
commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V systems. Connector Accessories Greycon
Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF attenuate common mode noise in differential and
balanced transmission, and power supply and audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive
line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical
markets. Fusible Switches and Panels Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete,
one-piece solution for easy procurement and code compliance. Dissipate high voltage
transients through a contained plasma gas with high surge capability, low capacitance and
small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and Hall Effect technologies, with custom
solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base product for protecting high speed data
circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity. Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener
diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt fault events without the need for
multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power Semiconductors High reliability power
semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks, Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD
and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices SPDs and modules are designed to provide
protection from transient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality,
dependable materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated
switches; and switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal
protected varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial
Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions.
Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the
competitor part number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part

numbers Cancel. Power Semiconductors Discrete Diodes Designed to meet the general
requirements of commercial and industrial applications by providing low trr, high-temperature,
low leakage and low forward voltage drop products. Silicon Schottky. Ultrafast Rectifier. Fast
Recovery. Technical Resources. Search By Parameter. Contact Power Semiconductor Support.
Connect with Littelfuse. This website stores cookies on your device. Essential Performance and
analytical technologies Functionality Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and
analytical technologies. Targeting or Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you
agree and accept our terms and conditions. Littelfuse Power Semiconductors Product Catalog.
Littelfuse Product Selection Guide. Littelfuse Thyristor Catalog. Fuses Unlimited offers a broad
range of circuit protection devices. Our product offering includes both overcurrent and
overvoltage components. Overcurrent products include fuses, fuse clips, fuseholders, fuse
blocks, circuit breakers and positive temperature coefficient PTC resettable devices. Fuses:
Fuses are current sensitive devices that are designed to be an intentional weak link in an
electrical circuit. Fuses contain a wire element, filament or thin film that melts under
pre-determined fault or overcurrent conditions. Electronic fuses are typically rated at volts or
below and are designed to protect circuits in the limited space requirements of electronic
equipment such as consumer electronics, computers, instrumentation, power supplies and
telecommunication equipment. Miniature electronic fuses refer to the cartridge-style fuse type.
The subminiature fuse category includes the Pico, Micro 2. Automotive style fuses are used
extensively in cars, trucks buses and off-road transportation equipment to protect the cables,
wires and electrical components that supply electrical power to operate lights, heaters, air
conditioning, radios, power windows and other electrical accessories. They are also used in
electric and hybrid vehicles. Midget and power fuses are typically rated between and volts and
are designed to provide circuit protection in various types of industrial equipment used in
industrial and commercial buildings. Midget ftuses have ampere ratings up to 50 amps and
power fuses can have ampere ratings up to 6, amps. Typical midget and power fuse
applications include overload and short circuit protection in motor branch circuits, heating and
cooling systems, control systems, lighting circuits and electrical distribution networks.
Semiconductor fuses are very fast acting current limiting fuses that offer low melting integral I 2
t values and peak let-through currents. Voltage ratings range from to 1, volts. These fuses are
designed to protect diodes, thyristors, triacs, transistors and other solid-state power
semiconductor devices. Medium Voltage Fuses are current limiting power fuses having voltage
ratings from 0. Continuous current ratings range from 0. E-rated medium voltage fuses are
general purpose fuses that are primarily used to protect transformers and provide both current
overload and short circuit protection. R-Rated fuses are back-up fuses primarily used to protect
motors and motor controllers. R-Rated fuses only provide short circuit protection. Other
medium voltage fuses are designed to protect potential transformers, capacitors and
distribution transformers. Back-up fuses designed in accordance with IEC Standards are also
available. Telcom and Telpower fuses are electronic and power fuses designed to meet the
special requirements and standards of the telecommunication industry. Solar fuses are
designed to protect the photovoltaic PV circuits found in solar power systems. Special purpose
fuses are fuses designed to operate in specific applications such as lighting circuits, fork lift
truck circuits, explosive environments, cables and welding circuits. PTC Devices are resettable
overcurrent circuit protection devices that are typically used in applications where sensitive
components are at risk from overcurrent conditions. The ability of a PTC Device to reset after
exposure to an overcurrent condition is an attractive feature in circuits that are not easily
accessible to a user or technician or where constant uptime is required. PTC Devices are
offered in surface mount, radial leaded, and battery strap axial-leaded versions. Telecom
versions are offered in surface mount and radial leaded packages. Circuit Breakers are are
mechanical overcurrent circuit protection devices. They trip or open a circuit when excess
current runs through the device. Circuit Breakers are used to protect a broad range of
equipment and systems such as motors, transformers, telecommunications equipment,
computersm industrial automation, air-conditioning, power distribution, variable speed drives,
indistrial control panels and other industrial equipment systems. They are also used in low
voltage battery powered distribution circuits found in heavy duty vehicles, cars, boats, aircraft
and off-road vehicles. There are three basic types of circuit breakers. Hydraulic Magnetic Circuit
Breakers have an electromagnetic coil, an iron core sealed in a tube filled with hydraulic fluid, a
spring loaded actuator and two electrical contacts. When excessive current from an overload
runs through the device, the electromagnetic field in the coil is increased which moves the iron
core through the tube and causes the spring loaded actuator to trip, separating the contacts
and opening the circuit. Opening speed is determined by the viscosity or thickness of the
hydraulic fluid. Thermal Circuit Breakers are tripped by a thermally sensitive bimetal strip. Heat

from a current overload deforms the metal strip and trips an actuator which opens the circuit.
Thermal Magnetic Circuit Breakers utilize a bimetal strip to open the circuit in an overcurrent
condition and an electromagnetic coil to open the circuit in a short circuit condition. Surface
mount varistors utilize a ceramic multilayer-layer construction MLV and are used to protect
circuit boards in small electronics from transients generated from electrostatic discharge ESD ,
inductive load switching and lightning surge remnants. Sensors include the reed switch, the
reed sensor, the reed relay, the Hall Effect sensor, the temperature sensing thermistor and
RTD's. Typical applications include the sensing of proximity, liquid level, liquid flow, speed and
temperature. Thyristors are solid state switches that are normally open high impedance circuits,
capable of withstanding a rated blocking voltage until triggered to an on state. Once triggered,
thyristors become a low impedance current path until the main current either stops or drops
below a minimum holding current. Thyristors are normally two or three terminal devices for
either uni-directional or bi-directional circuit configurations. An SCR is a uni-directional device.
A Triac is a bi-directional device. Thyristors are typically used in home appliances such as
lighting dimmer switch , heating and temperature c
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ontrol, alarm activation and fan speed control. They are also used in power tools for controlled
actions such as motor speed, a stapling event or battery charging. Outdoor equipment
including water sprinklers, gas engine ignition, electronic displays, area lighting and sports
equipment also use thyristors. TVS Diodes are discreet, fast switching, semiconductor devices
that can respond to overvoltage events faster than most other types of circuit protection
devices. TVS Diodes feature low clamping voltage transients such as lightning, inductive load
switching and electrostatic discharges. TVS stands for discrete transient voltage suppression.
They can be used in a wide variety of applications such as protecting data and signal lines,
microprocessors, MOS memory and AC power lines. Industry segments where TVS diodes are
typically used are in telecommunications and industrial equipment, computers, peripheral
devices and consumer electronics. CART 0. ISO Registered. Pico Fuse Micro Fuse 2.

